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	Text15: Thingbook how design prototyping tool can support a participatory approach to data and their trading? how can we generate value in a decentralised data system made of new technological artefact?Dr Gianni Corino
	Text16: I have been exploring the performative aspects of the novel conceptualisation of ‘Things in IoT’ using an ontological-performative model based around the idea of ‘Props’. The Prop explores the behaviour of digitally enhanced objects (data objects or algorithmic objects) and their communication with humans through a speculative participatory and performative prototyping technique for extended social interaction. Props suggests the idea of playing out a reality that is in the making, an approach which aims at revealing the tension between the technical, the social, the cultural with potential real contextualisation in cultural and industrial sectors. I'm interested in researching the under-explored areas of artistic/design practices that engages with: • IoT, human and non-human interaction• Blockchain (ledger) technology, decentralised data management and digital sovereignty.• Data and algorithmic objects, cultural and social data value and their tradingI’m currently reimagining a foundational work of cybernetic art by the English media pioneer Roy Ascott, called ‘Transactional Set’ (1971) focusing on: • IoT creative, prototyping and participatory environment  • The development of interface for data-driven digital-physical interactions.My lines of inquiry are : 1. Investigation of the philosophical, socio-cultural aspects underpinning the questions of value generation through data, decentralised approaches to data management and transactions. This initial proposition can then be expanded into questions of how we embed cultural and social values, beliefs into data driven technological systems and how these can be trade and/or exchanged with other “currencies”. 2. The second element would explore the behavioural and the performative dimension between data, algorithmic processes in decentralised IoT, by creating context to stage, play and perform different kind of data transactions. Picture by Roy Ascott Transactional Set (1971)


